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Time, resources
for research cut
with new budget

Weather

by Kirk Pavellch
The BG News
Oh, Snow...again!
Snow likely Thursday.
Possibly mixed with freezing rain. High around 30.
East winds S to IS mph. The
chance of precipitation is 70
percent. Thursday night,
cloudy with a slight chance
of flurries. Low in the
middle 20s. The chance of
snow is 30 percent. Friday,
continued cloudy. High in
the middle 30s.

Editor's note: This is the second
in a series of weekly reports designed to give a grass-roots view
of how state budget cuts will affect the University.
The University's Canadian
Studies Program and Center for
Governmental Research and
Public Services have been
hardest hit by the latest round of
higher education cuts, each
having to absorb 6 percent cuts
in their budgets.
Director of the CGRPS Frank
McKenna said the latest cuts will
affect his department by limiting
the time staff members have to
concentrate on their research,
forcing the 12 staff members into
more versatile roles.
"More and more of my time is
spent out hustling for jobs and
contracts to make up for the resources cut," he said. "Cutting
back is one thing but you're forcing more and more [staff members] away from the task of our
positions to more* of a job as a
salesman. There's only so much
you can do because there's only
so many hours in a day."
McKenna said this is the second time in two years the department's budget has been cut,
from an original $100,000 to
about $85,000. He said this decrease will force the center to cut
back on travel costs, which

Inside The News
Friedman honored:
Distinguished University
Professor Lawrence Friedman was honored yesterday
at an assembly.
□ Page four.

Outside campus
Nazi camp records
revealed:
WASHINGTON - Archivists are poring over Nazi
death camp records in a new
American Red Cross effort
to catalog thousands of
names and help families of
Holocaust victims learn the
fate of their loved ones.
The original records - including transport lists,
death books and lists of victims of medical experiments
- have been accessible to
the public through the
National Archives for 20
years. But because they are
difficult to wade through,
they have been of value
mostly to historians and
scholars.
These documents "will
now be used for a truly humanitarian purpose," Elizabeth Dole, president of the
American Red Cross, said
Tuesday.
Deafness gene identifed:
NEW YORK-Scientists
say they have identifed a
gene that can cause deafness in children, a step that
may aid in diagnosis and
eventually finding a treatment.
The inherited syndrome is
blamed for 3 percent of
childhood deafness and can
become evident soon after
birth, said co-author Dr. Aubrey Milunsky.
People with the syndrome
often have a distinctive appearance that can include a
shock of white hair at the
front of the head, wide spacing of the eyes, or one eye a
different color from the
other. Most patients do not
have all these features, Milunsky said.
Only about 20 percent of
patients have total hearing
loss, Milunsky said. But
anybody with the defective
gene has a 50 percent
chance of transmitting it to
each offspring, in whom it
may produce deafness, Milunsky said.

Lottery
Super Lotto
4-7-S-22-38-42
The jackpot is $8 million.
Kicker
8-9-9-2-4-2
Pick 3 Numbers
1-3-6
Pick 4 Numbers
2-9-7-6
Cards
King of Hearts
Six of Clubs
Five of Diamonds
Jack of Spades
CompUedftom stuff and
wire reports.

The BG Newi/Tegan Schlmcr

Cutting a shirt pattern, freshman fashion merchandising major Trista Barry works on basic clolhes
construction techniques on the third floor of the Home Economics Building Wednesday afternoon.

State high court upholds
lower fetal abuse rulings
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The Ohio Supreme
Court ruled Wednesday a state law against endangering children does not cover drug or alcohol
abuse by a mother prior to birth of the infant.
Justices, in a 5-2 decision, upheld lower court
opinions dismissing child endangerment charges
against Tammy Gray of Lucas County. She was accused of recklessly creating substantial risk to the
health of a child by using cocaine during her pregnancy.
In other action, the court said a former employee
at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in
Portsmouth may seek damages from plant operators for injuries he may have sustained on the job.
However, the court ruled Michael Tulloh could
not pursue his claim of being wrongfully fired by
the company.

Justice Alice Robie Resnick, wrote the majority
opinion.
"Under the common usage of the term 'parent,'
Gray did not become a parent until the birth of the
child. Furthermore, the child did not become a
'child' within the contemplation of the statute until
she was born," Cacioppo said.

The decision in the substance abuse case stemmed from the indictment of Gray for child endangerment following the Jan. 28,1987 birth of her
daughter. Court documents said blood tests
showed cocaine in both mother and infant, who
later was hospitalized for withdrawal symptoms.
Judge Mary Cacioppo of Akron, substituting for

"Apparently the majority feels it is a 'stretch' to
treat an unborn but viable fetus as a 'child.' I disagree," Wright said.
At issue in the Portsmouth case was an attempt
by Tulloh, a uranium materials handler, to seek
damages from Goodyear Atomic Corp. and Martin
Marietta Energy Systems Inc.

Cacioppo said a bill pending before the General
Assembly would create a new crime of prenatal
child neglect to handle similar situations.
She was joined in the majority by Chief Justice
Thomas Moyer and Justices A. William Sweeney,
Robert Holmes and Herbert Brown. Justices Andrew Douglas and Craig Wright dissented.
Wright said the effects of cocaine use on unborn
children were well documented.

Bush states campaign plans
President compares recovery strategy with Gulf war
by Christopher Connell
The Associated Press
CONCORD, N.H. - President
Bush launched his re-election
campaign today with a confident
prediction "I will win" and then
pledged to help this recessionravaged state get back on its feet.
Pointing to the collapse of the
Cold War and the victory in the
Persian Gulf War, Bush said, "If
we can change the world, we can
change America."
"For us to move forward, for us
to lead the world, we've got to get
America's economy moving
again," he said.
Fighting against low poll rat-

.

ings as well as the recession,
Bush formally announced his reelection drive in Washington and
then flew here for a day of campaigning before New Hampshire's leadoff primary contest
next Tuesday.
"From this moment on, I am a
candidate for president of the
United States, officially," Bush
told a hotel ballroom packed with
Bush loyalists in Washington.
The crowd erupted in cheers of
"four more years."
Later, Bush addressed the New
Hampshire legislature and called
anew on Congress to enact his
economic revival plan by March
20.
"By March 20,1 want to be able

to report to the American people
that the liberation of America's
economy has begun," Bush said
in a takeoff from his announcement of the start of the Persian
Gulf War.
He said Congress should "pass
my plan and give American companies a competitive edge. No
games, no gimmicks, just a plan
that works. Pass my plan and get
New Hampshire moving again."
Without mentioning his Democratic opponents. Bush noted
some persons "didnt support us"
in the Gulf and "second guess us
now." However, Bush said, "In
those difficult days, when our
troops laid it on the line, New
Hampshire did not hesitate."

makes it tougher to fill vacant
positions.
"Between now and last year,
I've experienced what I'd call a
20 -percent cut in base operational costs," he said. "Now with
the additional 6 percent, the way
I'm handling it is when it comes
to professor development travel
- that's gone out the window."
Canadian Studies has been
forced to make similar cutbacks,
ranging from decreased library
materials to fewer conferences
concentrating on Canadian lifestyles. According to the department's director, Mark Kasoff,
these cuts could affect the quality of education offered by the
program.
"We were in the process of acquiring [program] materials and
library materials in order to
make this a first class program those will have to be cut back,"
he said.
Canadian Studies, which officially started in July 1991, currently consists of two staff members - Kasoff and part-time secretary Linda Snyder. With such a
small staff, budget reductions
will translate into fewer program
activities, Kasoff said.
"There's a phrase that bureaucrats love to use, which is
'Do more with less,' " he said.
"As far as this program is concerned, you have to do less with
less. And so something's got to
give."

Ziance starts group
for tenants' issues
by Doug Baker
The BG News
In an effort to improve
landlord-tenant relations, 1st
Ward city
councilman
Scott
Ziance is
organizing
an Apartment Tenants Association.
"It will be
open to any
Ziance
apartment
tenants in the city, student or
non-student," he said. "It will
be formed in a spirit of cooperation to help solve minor
problems before they become
major problems."
Ziance stated one of the
first projects the association
will deal with is the lack of
recycling opportunities for
those living in apartments.
"The city collects both garbage and recyclables from
homes," Ziance said. "They
don't collect anything from
apartments. Apartments contract with private haulers."
Ziance acknowledged some
apartment complexes attempt to provide recycling
containers on their own, but a
citywide effort is needed.
"It's not anything coordinated," he said. "The mayor is
going to reactivate the recycling task force to figure out
what we can do to make it
more efficient."
Joann Woodbury, manager
of Winthrop Terrace, stated
her complex has its own recycling program.
"We started our own program two years ago and the
response has been overwhelming," Woodbury said.
"We started going to the recycling center once a week now we go three times a
week"
Woodbury said she would
not be adverse to some help

from a citywide program.
"I wish they would come up
with something," she said. "It
actually costs us money, and
we would not have this buildup every couple of days."
Woodbury believes the
Apartment Tenants Association is a good idea as long as it
is handled right and is organized in a positive manner. She
is wary of the possibility of
meetings degenerating into
gripe sessions between landlords and tenants. "We need
leaders and we need those
who have lots of energy,"
Ziance said.
At a City-University Relations Committee meeting
Wednesday, Zianc: requested
a member of ttis Apartment
Tenants Association be allowed to sit on ;he CityUniversity Relations Commission. He said he expects
the request to be received
favorably.
The response of some local
apartment managers and
owners to the idea of an
Apartment Tenants Association has been favorable.
According to Wood County
Apartment Association.president Jim Bennett, the new organization is an excellent
idea.
"I feel that it could benefit
the landlord-tenant relationship," he said.
Bennett said the goals of
the tenants association are
similar to those of his organization, and the two will work
together.
According to Bennett, the
apartment association will
begin to share some of its
meeting time with the new
organization.
"We're going to open up the
last half-hour of our meetings, starting sometime in
March," he said. Other
apartment officials reacted
positively to the idea of an association.
See Tenants, page seven.
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Olympics are only games

u

SA! USA!
positive steroid test in the 1988 OlymThe Olympic games are under- pics proves this.
way.
But the drugs, or the endless sacriAlthough the world is in the middle of fices young athletes must make to play
the winter games - traditionally smal- in a series of games, is not the worst asler and less-exposed than the cele- pect of Olympic fever.
brated summer Olympics -- there is no
The real tragedy is the Olympics
doubt the world has not lost its zeal for have disintegrated from a competition
the contests. And partly for good designed to promote world peace to a
reason.
mere sideshow for the elite countries
The Olympics are a celebration of who can properly train and support
humankind's ability to break its boun- their athletes.
daries and perform at a level preSeeing Russian and American athviously unfathomed. And when a Nadia letes side by side is heartwarming, and
Comaneci or Greg Louganis rises to the a welcome sight after decades of disoccasion, it is at once a humbling and trust.
enthralling sight.
But sometimes such visions flashing
But in the patriotic rush to hail the across our television screens make us
Olympics, we must not lose our vision forget what is going on in countries
of what the games are ~ just games.
other than France, or Spain, or
The latest issue of U.S. News and whatever country happens to be hosting
World Report details the measures the competition.
many former Eastern Bloc countries
Watching the Olympics often serves
took to "go for the gold."
to help us forget the famine in Ethiopia,
The report details horrible abuse of the injustices in South Africa or the opsteroids and other drugs by the athletes pression in China, rather than help us
as well as inhumane physical and remember. The networks awe us with
psychological drilling of 6-year-old fu- the sight of magnificent athletes but
ture Olympians -- steps the government forget to mention the hundreds of miloften forced on unwilling athletes.
lions of persons who those athletes are
If Communist countries were willing supposed to represent.
to violate the spirit of honest competiSo watch the Olympics. And cheer
tion in a fanatical search for victory, when an unknown skier writes his or
there is no reason to suspect the warped her verse in history. But remember, the
minds that justify these activities are Olympics are merely games. And when
limited to a singular political philoso- the games are over, the real world rephy. Indeed, sprinter Ben Johnson's mains.

Special Letter

Is reaction to Japan racial?
The BG News:
The argument in favor of
•protecting' the economy (i.e.
jobs, trade) of the United States
from Japan is by no means unfamiliar to the American public.
In this letter, I wish to address
the consensus argument for
•protection' against the threat of
Japanese control of the U.S.
economy, specifically an editorial in the Feb. S edition of USA
Today entitled "Protect USA
from Japan" which is representative of the protectionist argument. The author, June Collier, is
the president and chairwoman of
National Apparel Inc. and the
chairwoman of Citizens Against
Foreign Control of America
Collier's first contention for
'protectionism' Is it would save
and create U.S. jobs. With regard
to Japan she argues, "The only
fair solution would be a 20 percent tariff on goods from any
country that uses our market and
takes our jobs."
The problem is not simply one
of employment but of productive
employment. If the only goal
were to create jobs, we could
employ persons to litter our
highways and others to clean
them.
The objective in this case,

w^mvrqsZP

A change in values needed
Problem isn't multiculturalism - it's old fashioned views
There is a heated debate
sweeping America's college
campuses today. The issue: a
concept called multiculturalism.
"So what's to debate?" you ask,
perplexed. "America has always
had a plurality of ethnic groups."
Of course. But not until recently
have those minorities been
granted even limited access to
the economic and political life of
this nation. We are only now beginning to hear their voices in
literature, politics and popular
media, and in the curriculum of
the University.
At the heart of the controversy
lies the question of whether the
cultural perspectives and values
of ethnic minorities have a positive or a negative effect on
'American' culture.
Those who believe the effect is
harmful assume there is one
body of beliefs, traditions and
moral values which, when taken
together, form a culture which is
peculiarly 'American.' Furthermore, these beliefs, traditions
and values are held to be timeless
and inherently 'good' - and
therefore the above question.

however, is to create jobs that nomic data to support her arguwill mean more goods and ser- ment.
Collier simply exhibits the
vices, thus promoting competition which in turn leads to lower xenophobic conception of nonwhite, non-European nations repprices for the consumer.
In a statement Collier deems resentative of her American herObviously those who possess
such a view of culture could only
"pure logic," she states, "Ameri- itage.
cans gain nothing if Japan would
see alternative beliefs and values
open its markets to us." This
Japanese officials made re- as posing a threat to the domileads me to believe she thinks a marks most proud Americans, nant culture.
"favorable balance of trade" like June Collier, regarded as
means exporting more than we slanderous. However, the reacThose who believe minority
import or shipping more goods to tion to the British Petroleum re- perspectives and culture have a
structuring of Sohio resulting in positive effect on 'American' culthe loss of American jobs and ture are known as multicultura...I do not recall Britain being profit was accepted.
lists. For them, if there is such a
thing as 'American' culture, its
berated when British
This negative reaction toward defining characteristic would be
Petroleum purchased Sohio. non-European
countries leads its willingness not only to emone to wonder if the consensus brace, but also to grow from the
reaction to Japan is racially mo- contributions of diverse minority
tivated. Are we insecure with the cultures.
Japan than they ship to the thought of being economically
Perhaps the main reason
United States.
surpassed by a non-European na- multiculturalism has acquired so
In effect. Collier is proposing tion?
many detractors is because of
the United States should give
the unremitting criticism it aims
more to Japan than it receives
This question is left for the 'in- at the dominant 'American' culfrom them. Collier's argument, formed' to ponder. Shouldn't we ture, criticism which challenges
however, suggests behavior like exercise an even-handed policy some of America's most cherithis would create an "unfair with regard to all countries that shed myths.
trade balance."
employ 'unfair' trade practices?
Of course we should.
June Collier represents an attiJon Kreitzer
tude toward Japan shared by a
Letters of the editor should be
majority of middle-class AmerJunior
200-300 words in length. All letPolitical science
ica. She employs no factual ecoters must be typed, signed and
include the writer's telephone
number, address or on-campus
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John Bernard

Minority critics, for example,
point out Columbus did not actually discover America; European
settlers attempted to exterminate Native American Indians;
and America was founded upon
slavery.
Some of these critics have even
gone so far as to suggest racism
is alive and thriving in contemporary American institutions.
Needless to say, most Americans
don't like to be reminded of these
brutal historical truths - they

...I think the traditionalists
have exaggerated the
dangers posed by
multiculturalism.

conflict sharply with the official
doctrines and myths we were
taught as children.
It is stinging criticism like this
that drives adherents of a timeless, authentic, essentially moral
'American' culture to complain
that our cherished traditions and
sacred myths are under attack
and in grave danger of falling by
the wayside - and along with
them, any notion of what it means
to be an 'American.'
Do minority perspectives and
values really threaten to undermine 'American' culture?
To support their claim, many
traditionalists point to what happened recently in Berkeley, Calif., as an instance of cultural
degeneration. In response to
mounting pressure from its

progressive, ethnically diverse
community, Berkeley's civic
leaders announced Columbus
Day would no longer be a recognized holiday. Instead, a new
holiday called Indigenous Peoples' Day would be instituted and
observed.
Traditionalists also decry the
growing tendency on university
campuses to require students to
take a number of ethnic studies
courses in order to graduate.
With ethnic minorities comprising an ever larger proportion of
the American population, it
would seem obvious that continued attempts to exclude or marginalize their unique contributions will only result in conflict.
But I think the traditionalists
have exaggerated the dangers
posed by multiculturalism.
The European Puritans and
those who followed them to these
shores were a single-minded
group who brought with them values which, through time, have
become the quintessential
'American' values.
The values of Selfish Individualism, Religious Intolerance, Unbridled Greed. Sexual Repression and the Cultural Arrogance
which led to the enslavement and
dehumanization of some and the
systematic extermination of others are the original American values.
And I suspect these values are
just as strong today as they were
ISO years ago - perhaps even
stronger. If this weren't the case,
we wouldn't have the pervasive
social phenomena of David Duke,
religious fundamentalism, Wall
Street fraud, corporate greed,
the Persian Gulf massacre and
theKKK.
I disagree with the traditionalists. The problem facing
America is not the deterioration
of the 'good old American values.' As you can see, they're in
fine shape. The problem is we're
in dire need of new values.
John Bernard is a senior liberal studies major and a columnist for The BG News.

Responses wanted
mail box, plus class rank or occupation, major and hometown.
If presenting a letter in person,
please bring a picture ID, along
with a home phone number.

If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person, please
address the submission to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Much of Josh's jabbering
just too darn judicious
Moralistic views on sex/marriage too oppressive for some
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Blind devotion is distorted

It's 4 p.m. Friday and our pal
Joe is on his way to his Valentine's Day date with his steady
girlfriend. On his way out of his
residence hall, he decides to stop
by the vending machine and purchase a condom.
As Joe approaches the vending
area, he is overcome by a blinding light; he shields his eyes with
his hands and struggles to see an
old man wearing long blue robes
and possessing a long, flowing
mane of silver hair quickly buying up all of the condoms in the
machine.
"Hey, haven't I seen you
somewhere before....the Sistine
Chapel maybe?" Joe asks the
man. "Hey, aren't you G..."
"Yes, I am he who would be the
one who has many names, although most of them are too hard
for you to pronounce," the figure
interrupts, "and I've come to
protect you and those nasty little
premarital urges I gave you by
ridding these machines of all the
condoms ... after all, they can
cause rape, you know."
Seems kind of silly, doesn't it,
God directly intervening right
here on our quaint little campus
to stop students from using birth
control. It seems rather ludicrous to me, but that is exactly
what some fundamentalist
'Christians' would like us to believe: if we don't stop the action
they find so objectionable, God
him(?)self will intervene and
show us just how wrong we actu-

Russell Kahler

ally are.
The 'crusade' for morality
through Christian belief on our
campus is at a high these days.
Abortion rights and free access
to birth control are at the forefront of campus issues, and the
'crusade' has wasted no time in
preaching its brand of behavior
to us.
But the one thing missing
throughout all of this anticondom rhetoric is an air of
simple common sense and intelligence.
Every fear human beings have
ever had, whether it is death,
sickness or creation, religion has
had the same answer for all of
them: God created us through his
power and his glory because he
loved us - therefore, what we do
to ourselves, we then do to God.
Therefore, because God
created our world and everything on it, we must then assume
everything is good and created
for a purpose; we must then suck
it up and deal with our worldly
hardships, because it is not our
place to question God, right?

It would seem so if you were to
ask some of these fundamentalists. They would like to return us
to a time and place where their
ideas would flourish ... say the
Victorian Era, where sex and
sexual matters were taboo; or
perhaps what they would really
like is a return to the time of the
Spanish Inquisition where people
like me, in the 'liberal media,'
would most certainly get theirs.
This blind devotion, the totally
blind devotion to a set of ideals
that completely disavows the use
of the most precious gift God
gave us, our mind, is what
amazes me most.
Some people will say, "Well,
this is called faith, and when you
have it you'll understand how
God's world operates." Maybe
this is so, but I believe there is a
big leap between faith - a strong
belief in what you have judged to
be right and good ~ and the blind
faith of charismatic human
leaders who bend the meaning of
the scripture to their best advantage.
I invite 'Christians' to try a
true act of faith and pull their
Bibles out from in front of their
eyes. Maybe they will be able to
see the world for what it really is;
maybe then they will be able to
stop doing all for God, and improve things for all the rest of
humanity. That would be a true
act of faith.
Russell Kahler is a columnist
for The BG News.
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Last Thursday I walked into a
the teachings of Jesus, and I realclass and read, on the black- Nikki FEoros
ly don't recall Jesus saying
board, "Josh came last night ...
"Thou shalt not do the horizontal
Guest Columnist
was it good for you?"
dance of love on thy roommate's
Frankly, it wasn't all that good
loft." (If you're going to quote me
for me (I suppose I should converses from the epistles to justitact Masters and Johnson) be- was, "You may think you're in fy these outdated opinions about
cause it seemed like something love, but trust me, you really premarital sex, don't bother. Paul
was missing.
wont know that until you're mar- may be considered a saint, but in
Let's see ... Josh covered good, ried, and until then, better not his more imperfect, human form,
pure little Christians bravely re- push your luck."
he was a misogynist who wrote at
sisting the temptations of Satan,
Why does he say this? What is least part of his material to
and remaining virgins. He also so magical about a wedding day criticize the local Gnostic comcovered those humans who had for making persons commit to munities. In my book this makes
screwed - uh, I mean goofed - up the relationship? I'd say that him suspect as the conveyor of
and succumbed to horrible, sin- couple had damn well better be the true Word of God, which
ful coitus.
committed before they decide to should transcend the ages and
Is it just me or was there some marry, or they might just wind not reflect the bias of the one in
shade that fell between black and up one of these ever-increasing which it was written quite so
white on the color wheel back in statistics we keep hearing about much.)
grade school? Yeah? So why did the divorce rate.
In general, therefore, it seems
Josh speak as if humans are alChristians can blather on all ridiculous for Josh and others to
ways either virgins or whores?
they want about God sanctifying tell us we are not mature enough
What about a couple that has the bond between man and wom- to choose our lifelong companions or to decide for ourselves
been dating steadily for several
when our relationships are ready
years, or an engaged couple who
1$
it
just
me
OP
was
there
to include sexual expressions,
just can't marry right away? Are
and to justify these insults with
they evil? Is there no distinction some shade that fen
supposed commandments from
between monogamy and those between black and white on
God.
who'd sleep with anything that
I for one, resent the Implicahad a pulse? And if not, what mo- the color wheel back in
tion that I am a slut or even contive has humanity got for being grade school?
temptible if I choose to confine
monogamous? Heck, let's get
my sexual expression to a monoready to party in Hell!
gamous, committed relationship.
I have a feeling Josh would say
This world is depressing
these persons still should avoid an in holy matrimony; my opinion
sex until they're committed to is God has more important busi- enough without persons like Josh
each other in marriage. It's not ness in the world (and so should bringing the 'message of hope'
unreasonable to expect us to be we) than to worry whether Dick that young adults today are
able to wait for marriage, he told and Jane are physically express- doomed to wind up divorced or
ing their love.
suffering eternal guilt over perhis throng of listeners.
In fact, isn't the main tenet of sonal sexual choices. Guilt, I
What is so unreasonable about
expecting two persons to make a Christianity love? Don't the two might add, imposed by the Chriscommitment to each other before greatest commandments revolve tians who claim to love us after
they get married? Josh tried so around love? And wasn't it Jesus the fashion of Jesus Christ.
Nikki Flows is a copy editor for
hard to stress the intelligence himself who told us that?
Maybe I haven't looked hard The BG News who would have
and fortitude of college students.
Ironic, isn't it, he doesn't credit enough, but I'm still waiting to written more, except that her
us with the ability to apply those read in the gospels that pre- significant other promised to
marital sex Is wrong. As I under- take her (horizontal) dancing totraits to major life decisions?
In effect, what Josh was saying stand it, Christianity is based on night
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SALE!!!

EVEPTTHING IN THE

First impressions make a big difference in how well
your ideas are received. Professional binding puts an
affordable finishing touch on your documents... one
that's bound to make a great impression.
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ST"P AND SAVE $SJ
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104 S. MAIN
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Women For Women
presents

HEATHER BISHOP
WITH SHERRY SHUTE

FREE
INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO
NEED

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
CALL
Toll Free

1-800-238-0690

DATE:
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13.1992
TIME:
7:30 P.M.
PLACE:
BRYAN RECITAL HALL
ADMISSION PRICES: $3.00 BGSU Students
(ID Required)
$6.00 Others

Treat Your Sweetheart
to a
VALENTINE'S DINNER SPECIAL
at
Founders Dining Hall
THURSDAY, FEB. 13 4:30 - 6:30
BRING YOUR
SWEETHEART AND BOTH
DINNERS WILL BE
DISCOUNTED 20%!*
• Strip Steak w/ Baked Potato
• Raspberry Chicken Breast w/ Fiesta Rice.
• Seafood Kabobs w/ Linguini
• Heart-Shaped Pancakes w/ Fruit Topping
• Ham Loaf w/ Cherry Sauce.
• A Variety of Special Holiday Salads & Desserts
"Both meals must be purchased on one meal card.

99tf binding offer
Choose from Velobind', spiral binding, or tape binding on
documents up 10 one inch thick with card stock cover for 99c
each (limit 1/2" on tape binding). Docs not include copies. One
coupon per customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with other
offers. Good through lunc 15.1992.

FOR THE
LATEST IN
BOTH
LOCAL
AND
CAMPUS
CRIME,
CHECK
OUT THE
BG NEWS
BLOTTER.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad Street
(Behind Mylcs)

kinko's
the copy center

PRIORITY!

On your list of things to do make sure to stop

in at

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
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•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central cir
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164 19

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green
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Convocation honors professor
Friedman awarded accolade over summer for outstanding work
by Kimberly Larson
The BG News
Acting president Eloise Clark
and a 1956 graduate of the University spoke yesterday afternoon at a convocation in honor of
Distinguished University
Professor Lawrence Friedman.
In May of 1970, the Board of
Trustees established the title of
University Professor for those
who have achievements, not only
in their own particular department but other areas as well, thus
distinguishing them across the
country.
In 1986, the board changed the
name to Distinguished University Professor.
'This award is the highest
honor a University can bestow
upon one of its faculty," Clark
said. "It is awarded to professors
who heighten the status and
strength of the University
through accomplishments and
achievements."
Friedman was awarded the
Distinguished University
Professor honor this past summer.
To be chosen for this award,
Friedman had to receive first a
nomination from his particular
department and then a unanimous vote from other professors

Friedman said. "I was in Missisat the University.
"Specialists across the country sippi in 1964 and ran a freedom
review everything you write," school."
Minorities, Friedman said, did
Friedman said. "Then they decide by unanimous votes whether not receive the quality education
which white students were acyou deserve the award."
Stanley Cutler, Fox professor customed to In the 1960s, which
of American Institutions at the developed the idea for freedom
University of Wisconsin and a schools.
Friedman's address entitled
1956 graduate of the University,
said Friedman is a dedicated and "An Obituary for the Freudian
devoted professor whom he has Revolution - Almost: The Menningers vs. The Eriksonians"
known many years.
"Larry is a meticulous scholar dealt with the criticisms of the
who institutes history with other Freudian paradigms.
works to attempt to provide
Friedman said Freud's
meaning of moments and lives," psychoanalytic process, which
Cutler said. "He is among the top deals with hidden drives and
ranks of historians across the urges within the unconscious
country."
mind, was widely accepted
Friedman received his doctor- throughout Europe. However,
ate from the University of Cali- this was due to Freud's destrucfornia-Los Angeles in 1967. He tion of documents that would
taught at Arizona State Universi- have allowed others to criticize
ty until 21 years ago when he be- his methodology, he said.
came a professor at the UniversiFreud himself admitted psychoanalysis does not benefit all
ty.
He was politically active dur- patients.
ing the social unrest characterisTo test the theory of psychoatic of the 1960s. He was active in nalysis in America, Freud dethe Civil Rights Movement and cided to have a former student of
wrote three books about racial his, Erik Erikson, and the Menproblems.
ninger Clinic in Topeka, Kan., de"My father was a labor union- termine the way Americans
izer during the 1930s and 1940s, would respond to the paradigm.
so during college I was somewhat
In 1919, the Menninger family
expected to be politically active," declared itself a mental health
clinic where the patients were all
family members. The family instituted Freud's paradigm.
"The family was the core of the
enterprise," Friedman said.
"Everyone within the Menninger
family was mentally ill in some
way."
He said the mental illness

BGSU Theatre Presents:

Euripides

MEDEA
B G S I

February 12-15 8 pm
16 2 pm
Joe E. Brown Theatre
University Hall
Call the Box Office right away to reserve your tickets:
372-2719, Monday-Friday 10 am-2 pm, 4-7 pm

Super Perm Deal

within the Menninger family was
traced all the way back to the
18th century - with every single
family member having some
form of mental problems.
Many employees of the clinic
left In 1948 and in the 1960s because they could not deal with
the family dynamics the clinic
centered around, and also because they could not clearly consider the criticisms of Freud.
"Despite popular mythology,
psychoanalysis never took hold,"
Friedman said. "Carl Menninger
said before he died that he didn't
believe in it anyway."
Erikson was not so concerned
with psychoanalytic theory when
studying under Freud but was
much more interested in the
social Interactions taking place
while Freud's pupils discussed
the theory, he said.
In America, Erikson focused
on the development of identity
through internal and external
forces. He believed voice, language and artistic expression
were important to understanding
the individual.
Unlike Freud, Erikson was not
involved in natural science but
was first and foremost an artist,
Friedman said. Also, Erikson believed femininity was important
and was not as male-centered as
Freud was, he said.
Friedman said he asked two
former students of Erikson
whether Erikson was dedicated
to psychoanalysis. One said the
Freudian theory was buried, and
Erikson refused to reduce the
dignity of humans by attributing
our actions to inner libidinal

The BG Nrwi/Liida Vnc

Giving an address on the Freudian Revolution, University professor
Lawrence Friedman lectures at a convocation honoring him Wednesday afternoon In Bryan Recital Hall.
develop a paradigm in place of
drives.
The other former student said Freud's and Erikson's which
Erikson was an extension of would be appropriate for the 20th
century.
Freud's approach
Friedman said humans have to
"Like Erikson said, "Context is
consider events they have gone
through In the past few years and everything,'" Friedman said.
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RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992
COLUMBIA COURT APTS.

So be
there!

B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIAIION

Call us for our
FEBRUARY
SPECIAL
Four Man Rate

Bowl fNf Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30-2:00
$3.99
4:00 - 7:00
$4.75
• Soup V Salad
• Hot Entrees

$18 Value
COLORATION DURINC YOUR PERM
Energize your Hair with

• Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students

CALL US AT 352-0717
FOR MORE INFORMATION
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.

Colorance of (JOLDW/ELL
This conditioning color will enhance or vary your
natural hair color Your hair gains shine and will look
fresh and brilliant. Try with your next perm on us with
out additional time expenditure.

C Famous Hair )
FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA... 352-1989
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BG News is now offering...
Birthday Display Advertisements
Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY?????

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3
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Local law library expands
volumes, helps 'civilians'
by Chris Hawley
The BC News
It's big. It's heavy. And it's growing - more than
the length of a football field every year.
It's the Wood County Law Library, a collection of
more than 20,000 tomes of legal literature officials
estimate is expanding at the rate of 350 linear feet
every 12 months. Located In a renovated office
supply store at 168 S. Main St., between Fallon Investment Co. and Ben Franklin, this swelling vault
of legal works gets more than a few inquiring
glances from downtown passers-by.
And while perusing the Ohio Revised Code or the
American Law Review may never make the Green
Sheet entertainment guide, for some University
students, a trip to the law library is as much a ritual as a good cup of cappuccino at nearby
Grounds for Thought.
Jamie Ruff, a senior pre-law student, says she
spends seven to 10 hours every week doing
research at the library for a legal studies class.
"It's what I like to do," Ruff said as she thumbed
through a legal treatise. "It's time-consuming, but
then everything is."
From legal studies to education majors. University students are regular customers, law librarian
Judith Gill said. Some visitors are from unexpected places - like the University aerotechnology
program.
Aerotechnology Instructor Stephen Quilty said
students In his aviation law class go to the library
to seek out federal flying regulations.
"Many people think of a law library as hallowed
ground," Quilty said. "It's good to get them in
there."
But getting in is the easy part, according to Jeff
Olekszyk, one of Quilty's students. He said the library's collection of reports, briefs, journals, indexes, treatises and codes is nothing short of mindboggling at first.
Working with the library takes dedication, said
students; staffers said the same is true about assisting students.
"Students are labor-intensive," said Gill, who
has been guiding court and University researchers
through the law for the last three years. "They
take a lot, but they're fun."
That's because legal researchers and walk-in
'civilians,' as library staffers call them, are looking
for extremely specific information, Gill said. Helping students provides opportunities for browsing,

she said, "because only a paper hangs on it. When
it's someone with a problem In the real world, I
have to be much closer to the mark."
Gill said some of the library's most diligent
patrons are those who are attempting to work
through the courts but cannot afford to hire an attorney.
"These people worry me to death, 'cause there's
no one taking care of them," Gill said.
Mixed among the library's regular researchers
are passers-by who wander in just to look. Gill
said. After all, a storefront law library squeezed
between an investment firm and a variety store is
bound to attract some attention.
The 3,889 square-foot building has been home to
the library since 1990, when officials recognized
the floor at the Wood County Courthouse Annex,
the library's previous location, could not support
the collection's weight. Each square foot of the
Annex floor was rated to bear about 100 pounds,
but the law library's shelves tipped the scales at
nearly 250 pounds per square foot.
So, library trustees decided to move, fearing the
collection might eventually drop through the floor.
"It was going to take a while before we were in
the parking garage, but the writing was on the
wall," Gill said. The downtown location's floor is
more solid - and lower to the ground - than at the
Annex building. But Gill said, for judges and attorneys, the storefront location has proven to be
inconvenient.
"It is kind of a handicap being over here," she
said, "at least for the people who need us most."
But the storefront library has gone over big with
'civilians.'
"It's a great location," said Quilty, who added
students like the downtown area's parking.
Suzanne Amico, a second-year law student at the
University of Toledo who works for the Wood
County Public Defender's office, said the library's
works are as complete as those in Toledo-area collections.
"They're right up to date," Amico said. "They're
probably as good as the UT [law school] library as
far as that goes."
The BC Newt/Linda Uac
Ruff agreed.
"For being a small library, I think they did a
Poring over law books, senior Laura Simon works on a report for her Legal Studies 490 class at the
good job of picking what volumes to put in."
The Wood County Law Library is open Monday Wood County Law Library. The library is located at 168 South Main St.
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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THE WELLNESS SHOW
Motivation with a Sense of Humor
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BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
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FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!
353-0204
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WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

Valentine's Day Cherry Jubilee
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Celebrate National
Cherry Month &
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with cherry dessert
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VALENTINE'S DAY RAFFLE
LAST DAY!
THE CHOOSE BROTHERS
MASTER RAPPERS
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Kobacker Hall
* Moore Musical Arts Center

9" Bouquet of 3 Valentine Helium Filled Balloons
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CASH ONLY PLEASE
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Union Foyer

PRIZES:
1st: S20 dinner at Tuxedo Junction
and 1/2 dozen roses
2nd: Ice cream pie
3rd: Heart shaped box of candy
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HOMELESS THROUGH REACH OUT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

TICKETS: 50« EACH OR 3 FOR 81.00

WHERE WILL YOU BE ON FEB. 22?
(IF YOU'RE A FUN LOVING PERSON)

WAY OUT WEST with 18fi@

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

From 7pm - Midnight Drop by
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

Mark Your Calendar Now For
This Annual Mardi Gras Party!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
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Department offers Day care sites under evaluation
alumni Conference Greenwood Center school favored over on-campus locations
Poetry collection to be dedicated
by Ginger Phillips
The BC News

attending the conference this
weekend, is pleased Jerome Library will be brought up to date
The University's creative writ- by obtaining the Robert Peters
ing department will be keeping Collection.
busy with upcoming events.
An Alumni Conference is
"[The library] now has four
scheduled this weekend and new decades of poetry since World
creative writing classes will be War II," McCord said. "Our lioffered next year.
brary is as good as any universi"It's a good time for the program," said director Barbara ty's."
McMillen, who has been with the
Another creative writing feaprogram since 1976.
ture this semester is the presence of novelist Larry Brown.
Working with McMillen are
"He is an extremely exciting
Richard Messer, coordinator and writer for people to be able to
adviser of the undergraduate de- work with," McMillen said.
gree program of creative
writers, Howard McCord, Michael Mott, Robert Early and Phil
[The library] now has lour
O'Connor, who is now on medical
decades ol poetry, since
leave.
The Alumni Conference will
begin on Feb. 13 with an open reception and dedication of the new
Robert Peters Contemporary
Poetry Collection at Jerome Library. Other events include a
poetry reading by Peters, a noted
poet and critic who recently donated more than 4500 volumes of
poetry to the University; MFA
student readings and alumni
readings, all scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 14. Lee McLaird, curator of rare books and special
collections, will also speak about
the new collection. The dedication ceremony is open to all. Interested parties can RSVP to the
Center for Archival Collections
at 372-2411.
Howard McCord, who will be

World War H. Our library is
as good as any
university's."
Howard McCord, English
professor
"He's doing a wonderful job
with the students and they're responding enthusiastically,"
McCord added.
Next year the creative writing
department will grow with the
addition of new courses. Robert
Early will be teaching a course
for the graduate creative writer
and McCord will be teaching
creative nonfiction. McMillen
will also conduct a workshop on
creative nonfiction.

Thursday Night Blast
No cover for anyone until 11:00 p.m.

18 & Over

by Klmberly Larson
The BC News

The lack of a childcare facility on campus
has posed problems for faculty and students
alike, who have daily schedule conflicts because of family and career commitments.
However, the committee assigned to
searching out an appropriate site for a childcare facility, may In the next few months put
an end to the unnecessary hassle of finding a
suitable sitter.
Possible sites for a University childcare
facility are currently under evaluation, and
the pilot program may begin by the first of
next year.
Leigh Chiarelott, faculty senate chairman,
said the committee assigned to find a suitable facility has been predominantly focussing on the Montessori School currently located in the Greenwood Center, on Wooster
St. off of 1-75.
"This would be the most logical site because it is already set up for educational
services," Chiarelott said. "Probably real-

istically, we are looking toward the first of
next year to begin the pilot program."
Although this may seem like a long period
of time, the committee has been working on
this program for over two years.
Sally Kilmer, former chairwoman of the
committee, said two years ago the initial
stalling of the program was due to the Jan-

"Probably realistically, we are looking
toward the first of next year to begin
the plot program."
Leigh Chiarelott, Faculty Senate
chairman
uary 1990 resignation of several Faculty
Senate members who were working on the
project.
Most of the time has been spent working to
find an appropriate place for the center.
Robert McGeein, assistant vice president
of capital planning, said there are a number

of sites which are currently under evaluation-five or six of them on campus.
"We looked at areas on campus within
existing buildings which could be used temporarily as a day care center pilot project,"
McGeein said. "There was no suitable place
available primarily because of the money it
would cost for renovations."
The Montessori School, located in the
Greenwood Center, seems to be an ideal site
for the project because the existing school is
undergoing the process of moving to a new
location. Also, it is presently certified for
day care, McGeein said.
"The Greenwood Center site Is, at this
point, acceptable from a technical point of
view and is the least expensive," he said.
"The others [sites] are less acceptable, and
therefore more expensive."
Private providers and those who actually
use the childcare facility will provide funding for the program, McGeein said.

Group proposed to improve BG
by Doug Baker
The BC News

1970s when the last redistricting
took place there were no deliberate efforts to deprive students of
vote, but he acknowledges
Michael Marsden, popular culture professor their
some members of the community
currently believe ihsl that is the
"The ultimate motivation is to
"It is for the coordination and best policy.
try to create a mechanism for setting of priorities," she said. "I
closer cooperation between the see things like this bringing
"There are people in town who
city and the University for together the whole community." resent the fact the students are
projects to benefit the whole
able to vote," Hoffman said.
Marsden's proposal is currentpopulation," Marsden said.
The proposal also provides for ly being examined by the execuHoffman said some residents
the organization to collect $10 tive committee of the Chamber are worried students will commit
dues from its members and ac- of Commerce.
them to taxes the students themcept cash or gifts for improving
selves will not have to pay.
facilities.
In other committee business,
Committee members Stuart the issue of the possible redisThere is a meeting of the city
Givens and Lester Barber ex- tricting of the city's wards was council's government and perpressed concern over the possi- discussed.
sonnel committee tomorrow
ble competition of the new organevening to discuss possible ways
"This is going to become a very to examine the problem.
ization for fund-raising dollars
with already existing organiza- difficult issue to address because
tions.
it is so complex," Mayor Wes
The main objective of
According to Chamber of Hoffman said. "If you redistrict, tomorrow night's meeting is to
Commerce president Joan Gor- you have to redistrict according determine how to approach the
don, raising funds is not the main to population."
problem, to recommend the progoal of the proposed Friends of
cess, according to city councilBowling Green.
Hoffman said that back in the man Scott Ziance.

"The ultimate motivation is to try to create a mechanism for
closer cooperation between the city and the University."

Popular culture professor Michael Marsden presented his idea
for a Friends of Bowling Green
organization at a CityUniversity-Student Relations
meeting Wednesday.
According to Marsden, the
purpose of the organization is to
utilize the resources of the community and use those resources
for the betterment of Bowling
Green.
"It seems fairly obvious there
are lots of attempts to contribute
to good causes, but there is no
coordination or planning for
this," he said. "I think this is a
way to coordinate the needs of
the city."
The organization is modeled
after the Friends of the Library
organization and would meet at
least once a month to determine
the immediate needs of the city
and allocate available resources
and fund-raising efforts.
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The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega Proudly
Presents Our Academic Achievers:
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Peon's List

NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance Jo campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.

I

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

I

Nicole Bockwith
Karon Bendef
Amy Barry
Jill Brown
Julia Elliott'
Lisa Everhart
Nikole Fike"
Lyn Fisher
Joey Gerhardstein
Sallie Hayes"
Sheri Hollrey
Jeannie Kelly"
Amy liter
Krbline Lou*
Jennifer Morse
Deldra Roberts
lort Scaduto
Tori Semenrelli"
Andy Shemberg"
Kelly Smith
Holly Stoats
Hilary Swartzenberg
Holly Trenam
Kim Wallzer

* Denotes 4.0
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College Employment still stable
minority University jobs keep BG residents working
rate rises
by Chris Miller
The BG News

WASHINGTON. D.C.
(CPS) - The number of minority students attending
American colleges and universities grew from S.l
percent to 10 percent in the
late 1980s, according to a
report by the American
Council on Education.
The Tenth Annual Status
Report on Minorities in
Higher Education, released
Jan. 20, presented data on
high school graduation
rates, college enrollments
and degree attainment.
Between 1988 and 1990,
enrollments by white students rose by 3.8 percent,
while black and Hispanic
enrollments rose by 8.2
percent and 11.5 percent.
Asian enrollment rose by
11.7 percent, and Native
Americans increased by
10.8 percent. Altogether the
minority enrollments
nearly doubled during that
two-year period.
The report states black
men made a strong showing, with a 7.4 percent gain
in enrollment, topping that
group's previous high recorded 10 years ago.
The report also calls for
"sustained efforts to be
made to boost college participation and graduation
rates" among minorities
and notes the recession is
threatening such activities.
A special section of this
year's report reflects ethnic trends in academic employment.
While blacks, Hispanics
and Native Americans reflect small gains as faculty
members in U.S. colleges,
the proportion of Asian
faculty members rose
sharply.
Asian representation rose
from 2.9 percent to 4.7 percent, the report stated, and
Asians now outnumber
blacks among college faculty-

While visions of an economic
apocalypse seem embedded in
the nation's collective conscience, such fears may be unfounded for local residents.
According to recent findings
released by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Wood County unemployment has remained virtually
unchanged over the past year.
The Nov. "91 statistics found
the number of unemployed in
Wood County to be 3,000,5.2 percent of the county's labor force
of 58,700. Findings from the previous year put the county's
unemployment rate at 5.1 percent.
John Cohen, manager for the
Ohio Bureau of Employment
Services on Poe Road, has not
seen any significant changes in
the number of unemployed coming through his agency.
"It's not any worse than it was
a year ago," Cohen said."If you
look at January, February and
March, it's traditionally a slow
quarter."

Tenants
Continued from page one.

"That would be a great idea,"
said owner of Newlove Real Estate Mary Newlove Noll. "I'd be a
strong backer of that idea."
Manager Kim Roessner of RE.
Management believes the success of the idea will depend on
the enthusiasm of those involved.

The Ohio Bureau of Employment Services is a governmentfunded agency that provides employment as well as unemployment assistance for Ohio residents.
"This is a free public service
employment agency," Cohen
said. "We do not charge employers or applicants for utilizing
our services."
Wood County's unemployment
rate not only has remained relatively stable over the past year
but, with the exception of Hancock County to the south, is also
the lowest in the area.
Toledo's 6.9 percent unemployment rate is almost 2 percent
higher than Wood County's 5.2
percent. At the heart of Wood
County, Bowling Green relies on
the University and a stable industrial base to maintain a low
unemployment rate, according to
Joan Gordon, Chamber of Commerce executive director. "We
have a rather stable economy [in
BG] because there aren't major
shifts in the University employment," Gordon said. "The fact
that we have smaller industries
means that when we do have

layoffs, they're smaller."

St. John's student
accepts plea deal
by Mariene Alg

"It's nothing like the Jeep plant The Associated Press
in Toledo," Gordon added, referring to Toledo's economic depenNEW YORK - The last of six St. John's University students acdence on the Chrysler-owned automobile plant.
cused of forcing alcohol on a fellow student and sexually assaulting
her pleaded guilty Tuesday, touching off a courtroom outburst by his
Cooper Engineer Products on mother.
South Main Street is an example
"I don't want anyone calling my son a rapist!" shouted Carol Calanof the 'smaller industries' that drillo as her 22-year-old son, Michael, ran to hug her. He pleaded
Bowling Green is home to.
guilty to sexual misconduct and unlawful imprisonment in exchange
for a sentence of three years' probation, 500 hours of community serCooper, which supplies rubber vice and counseling.
Prosecutors say six men took advantage of the woman, then age 21,
hoses and weather stripping for
the automobile industry, has a after she was rendered helpless by a vodka-and-orange soda concocwork force of roughly 490 em- tion at an off-campus house near the school on March 1, 1990. The
ployees, according to Kevin Mi- woman wept as the plea agreement was entered.
Three of the students were acquitted of all charges last summer,
chelson, industrial engineer for
Cooper. "We're doing very well," while two pleaded guilty to lesser charges before Calandrillo's trial
began Feb. 3. One withdrew from the school. The others were exMlchelson said.
pelled. Calandrillo had been suspended pending the outcome of his
However, Michelson pointed case.
out "doing well" does not necesIn his plea agreement, Calandrillo admitted giving the woman the
sarily mean no temporary
vodka drinks and forcing her to perform oral sex on him.
layoffs.
He had been charged with sodomy, sexual abuse and unlawful im"We've had some layoffs recently but we expect to pick up prisonment. The sodomy count carried a maximum sentence of 25
again in the spring," Michelson years in jail.
As he admitted his participation, his mother stared at the victim,
said.
"It's not unusual [for this time banged on the courtroom bench and loudly said, "What rights? He's
of year]. They're [temporary not guilty." The judge did nothing to stop her outburst.
A supporter of the victim, one of many who had demonstrated on
layoffs]pretty cyclic for this
her behalf since the trial began, shouted "Rapist!" as Calandrillo left
business," Michelson added.
the room.
Mrs. Calandrillo rushed at the woman but was blocked by a court
officer. As she was dragged away, she repeatedly screamed, "I don't
want anyone calling my son a rapist!"
"It couldn't hurt anything, but
Prosecutor Peter Reese said he offered the plea bargain to Calanit matters how much people pardrillo because the woman felt watching his admission of the crimes
ticipate," Roessner said.
would "help her heal her wounds."
The first meeting of the organization will take place Thursday,
Feb. 2.) at 7 p.m. in the city counAlcohol
cil chambers, located at 304 N.
The Perfect Gift For Valentine's Day
affects your ability
Church St.
All interested apartment tento think clearly.
ants are encouraged to attend.

V.

"Custom Baskets Filled With Fine Foods & Gifts"
Balioon
Gift
. Balloon Bouquets - ,or
Bouquets
ur
<fiMZ*/>

$15.99

fyftro*

and up
v§5P
Phone 872-0460
JSSSL.
Pick up or Delivery - MC - Visa

y°

sweetheart)

S599

S7

"
$10.99
200 Louisiana Ave.

¥

¥

v

¥

¥
¥

The report also reflects
that many of the Asians are
not U.S. citizens, with only
28 percent of all college
faculty members American-born or naturalized
Asian Americans.
The overall minority faculty percentage rose from
17.7 percent in 1979 to 20.3
percent in 1989.
The study said blacks
showed the least change
proportionately. About 4.5
percent of full-time faculty
members were black in
1989, compared with 4.3
percent in 1979.
However, 47.7 percent of
black faculty members are
employed at black colleges,
which in 1990 enrolled
248,697 of the nation's 13.7
million college students.
Hispanic faculty representation rose from 1.5 percent to 2.0 percent; Native
Americans, from 0.2 percent to 0.3 percent.
According to the report,
tenure rates for full-time
minority faculty has improved little in the past 10
years, showing an increase
of only 0.4 percentage
points, from 60.3 percent to
60.7 percent.

Baskets

¥
¥
¥

BE MY
VALENTINE

¥
¥
¥

Located
in the
University
Union

372-6945

Open Monday - Friday
4 to 11p.m.

TUXEDO JUNCTION
GREAT FOOD

¥

Downstairs

¥

Express Lunch
2.95
Happy Hour Dinner
4.95
KIDS: PENNY A POUND
TUE-Prime Rib
7.95
WED-Pasta
4.95
All you can eat
THURS-Mexican
4.95
All You Can eat
FRI-BBQ
7.95
SAT-Prime Rib
12.0Q
All You Can eat.

¥

PICK UP ALL YOUR VALENTINE
NEEDS AT:

¥

PILLS-N-PACKAGES

Quantum 90 card accepted after 6:00p.m.
for on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:00p.m.
for 95+ plan holders

352-9222

HOURS

FRFrSICURF PARKING
DOWNTOWN / T0UD0
209 N. SUPrHOR STRHT

svpnaon AT JERBBON
PHONE: 243-6011

NO COVER WITH COLLEGE I.D.
18 AND OLDER
WednesdaySunday "NOW"
Alternative Night:
18 and older
No cover
Top 40 Dance
So bring a friend!

THURSDAY DRAFT SPECIALS

¥

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

111 RAILROAD ST.

352-1693

starts with a

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals:

WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY :
8:00 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.

¥

¥

• ^SLm^k, CARDS AND GIFTS
' CHOCOLATE HEARTS
* AND MUCH MUCH MORE

professional
management team!

©LQJ)

¥

PHARMACY
w

¥

110 N. Main

¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

Special Benefits:
* Initially - partial security deposit
* No parental guarantee
* Professional management
* Free maid service at many locations
* Full time maintenance service
Check out these apartments:
228 S. College
507 East Merry
801 Fifth St.
725 Ninth St.
309 High St.
114 1/2 S. Main
843 Sixth St.
709 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.
117 1/2 N. Main
525 East Merry
520 Reed St.
824 Sixth St.
Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main
and pick up our weekly updated
rental brochure

NEWIPVE
UiiH;i|v

352-5620
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Consumers urged to
avoid treated foods
by Christy Virgo
The BG News
Individuals should boycott
foods treated with pesticides to
pressure American fanners into
switching to the use of biological
controls, according to a 10-year
public health council veteran.
Consumers forced the Environmental Protection Agency
and fruit growers to halt the use
of DDT, alar and other carcinogenic pesticides by boycotting
apples and cranberries, said Joan
Goldstein, former New Jersey
public health council secretary.
"Money talks loud and clear -when you purchase a product you
cast a vote for what you want,"
Goldstein said.
Militant consumers exercising
their right to choose have increased in number since the
1960s, when Rachel Carson's "Silent Spring" exposed the threat
of DDT to bird populations and
triggered widespread concern.
Goldstein cited the poisoning
of farm workers after short-term
exposure to pesticides as evidence of the threat to public

health.
"The most dramatic and chilling data I had [in the early 1980s]
was on farm worker exposure,"
Goldstein said in reference to
pesticide research she conducted
for her book. Demanding Clean
Food and Water: The Fight for a
Basic Human Right.
Goldstein said she had no evidence to prove the danger to public health from long-term exposure to foods treated with pesticides because data has not been
collected.
Visible environmental disasters in the 1980s, including oil
spills and dead dolphin wash-ups,
created the present cumulative
consciousness of the American
public.
"[Consciousness] will persist
because the problems will persist
and people's attitudes will persist. We are in a state of awakening, searching for the answers and I dont think it will go away,"
she said.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

W€IGHT TRAINING CLINIC
Saturday, Feb. 15 11 am - 1 pm
at the Student Recreation Center

Come and learn more about
Nautilus and Universal UJeightlifting!
For more information contact
Lauren Mangili at 372-2711

Briefs
Frugality & classes?

Forensics place 5th:

(CPS) - University officials in Beijing think students spend their money
too frivolously so they've
established classes to teach
the benefits of frugality.
Meanwhile, one Chinese
student leader in the United
States warns that efforts to
control students' behavior
ultimately will backfire.

Seventeen members of
the BGSU Forensics Team
traveled to Indiana-Purdue
University at Fort Wayne
on Friday and Saturday,
Jan. 31 and Feb. 1, to participate in the annual "Mastodon Stomp Speech Tournament." This tournament
drew 13 schools from
throughout the Midwest,
including five out of the nation's top 10 competitive
programs: Bradley University, Ball State University,
Indiana University, Oakland University and Indiana-Purdue.

A survey of college students published in the English-languageChina Daily
newspaper found students
in Beijing spend an average
of $30 a month on entertainment, clothes, cosmetics. This information was
provided by the Associated
Press.
"Some undergraduates
get caught up in such
extravagant trends as
smoking and drinking,
while others become too
image conscious and purchase expensive clothes
and cosmetics," the report
read.
Chinese students studying in America are concerned about the government's reaction.
"The government is going to have to deal with
Westernization, that's all,"
said Shee-Yee Wu, former
president of the ChineseAmerican Association at
the University of Florida in
Gainesville.
"The more they try to repress, the more the students will rebel. They
should let the students enjoy life. Most people support the students anyway.
Hopefully, China will see
democracy one day," she
said.

Support your
favorite
FALCON TEAM!

BGSU speakers earned
five individual trophies and
a fifth-place overall sweepstakes finish.
Seniors Terry Dollar and
Matt Marvin were awarded
a fifth-place trophy for
their duo. Marvin's accumulative five-event pentathalon took the seventhplace award. Junior Amy
Durbin claimed a fifthplace trophy in persuasive
speaking. Junior Cheryl
Levandoski earned a seventh-place finish in the
same event.
Junior Marianne Younker
also received a seventhplace award for impromptu
speaking.
Parish resigns:
At a meeting of College
Democrats Tuesday night,
graduating senior Sara Parish resigned her position as
the group's representative
to USG. Parish's term,
which expires in May, will
be carried out by Sam Melendez.

Local scholarship:

Get Well:
The Student Recreation
Center is presenting a
Wellness Show tonight at
7 JO in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The show will feature the
"Choose Brothers Master
Rappers" and prizes Including a mountain bike, roller
blades, running shoes and
workout bags.
Rape seminar presented:
The McDonald West staff
and Hall Council will sponsor a program on violence
against women at 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the McDonald
West Dining Hall.
Carolyn Palmer of the
Higher Education and Student Affairs Department
will present a study on rape
she recently conducted at
another Midwestern college
campus.
Music festival scheduled:

Those areas include Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky,
Seneca, Van Wert, Williams
and Wood counties. Also eligible are students who live
in Lyme, Norwich, Sherman
and Richmond townships
and the city of Bellevue in
Huron County and in Harding, Jerusalem, Monclova,
Oregon, Providence,
Springfield and Swanton
townships in Lucas County.

The Mid American
Center for Contemporary
Music at the University's
College of Musical Arts has
issued a national call for
papers to be read as part of
the 13th Annual New Music
and Arts Festival.
The 1992 festival has
been scheduled for Oct. 1-4.
The paper session was
added to the festival schedule in 1989 and attracts 20th
century scholars, composers and theorists. Past
proceedings are being published in a monograph format later this year under
the editorship of William
Lake, a professor in the College of Musical Arts.

More information and
applications can be obtained by contacting the Office of University Relations, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling
Green, Ohio 43403, or by
calling (419) 372-2708.

Tuxedo Junction's
Uuilalns
Dollar Days Happy Hour
7-9

Have you made your
Apartment plans yet?
There are still 1 &2 BR.
Apts left for Summer &
Fall at

LADYSMITH
352-9135
"You've seen the rest

WELL DRINKS-S1
MARGARITA'S-$1
LONG ISLAND-J2
MON-TACO'S-JI
TUES.-SUBS-J1
WE0.-WINGS-S1

WINTHROP
TERRACE APTS.
come see the BEST!"

A 110 MM** 352-8222 f
Classmed Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News

Featured on PAUL SIMON'S Graceland Album
Presented By:

The deadline to apply is
Feb. 28. Scholarship winners will be announced in
April.
Applicants must reside in
the northwest Ohio areas
Latta represented during
his 30 years in Congress
and six years in the Ohio
Senate.

(Jlje S<5 SJtuia: $our source for campus tutus
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MAMBAZO

Applications are now
available for a Delbert L.
Latta Endowed Scholarship
at Bowling Green State
University.
The endowment, which
was founded by friends and
family members of the retired U.S. congressman,
funds five $1,000 scholarships. The scholarships
are awarded to incoming
University freshmen and
continuing students on the
basis of scholarly achievement, extracurricular activities and character.

DEADLINE:

_Two days pnOr to publication, 4p.m.
(77w BG Mew* Is no! responsible for postal service delays)

BATES;

_pef ad are 75« par line. $2.25 minimum.
60C extra par ad lor bold f ice.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per Una.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or T ade
i* (8 Itna maximum) $6.50 par Insertion
T (16 line maximum) $12 95 prt Insertion

PREPAYMENT: la required tor all non-universny related businesses and Individuals.

NOTICE;

_The BG News will not be responsible (or error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please coma to
214 West Hall immediately it mere It an error In your ad. The BG Mews will not be responsible for Typographical errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.
Tft# BG Mews reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising In 7na BG Mews.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ot The BG Mews. The
purpose ot this policy Is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to Individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

FEBRUARY 20,1992
AT 8:30 PM
IN LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

PHONE#.

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Tickets available at
Records and Tapes,
Office, and The Shed.

Office, Finder's
Kobacker Box

Tickets
Balcony
Main Floor (front)
Main Floor (rear)

$17.00
$15.00
$12.00

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
, Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
, Personals

Wanted
Help Wanted
, For Sale
For Rent

* Campus/City Event Ad* $1.00/ lit day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

$2.00 Discount with valid I.D. for
BGSU Students-Main Floor Only

Dates to appear

Tickets can be billed to your
Bursar Account.
Charged by phone at
(419)372-8171

Total number of days to appear
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Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601
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Falcons breeze by StPeter's 80-59
by Matt Schroder
sports editor
Don't try convincing St. Peter's
coach Ted Fiore the Falcons were
an 8-11 basketball team coming
into Wednesday's game.
He wouldn't believe a word of
it.
Especially not after Bowling
Green took the Peacocks apart
for 40 minutes and finished with
an easy 80-59 victory In front of
1,738 people at Anderson Arena.
"Bowling Green outplayed us
in every phase of the game,"
Fiore said. "They're the best 8-11
team in the country, that's for
sure. I cant believe the way they
shot the ball. Damn."
The Falcons shot 54 percent
from the floor in the first half,
and finished at 51 percent for the
game. The major contributors
were Tom Hall (6-of-7), Michael

Huger (4-of-7), Shane KlineRuminski (4-of-5) and Matt Otto
(5-of-ll and 3-of-6 three pointers).
But they weren't the only ones.
Of the 12 Falcons who played, 11
of them showed up In the scoring
and rebounding column. Four BG
players scored in double figures.
"This was a great chance for us
to build confidence in ourselves,"
Kline-Ruminski said. "We had a
balanced attack tonight and
showed the coaches they can look
to a lot of people to step in and do
the job."
Indeed, the Falcons got the job
done Wednesday night. They improved their overall record to
9-11 and remain 4-5 in the MidAmerican Conference.
The first 10 minutes of the first
half saw BG jump to a commanding 19-6 advantage, led primarily
by post players Kline-Rumlnski
and Hall, who combined for 20
first half points.

MVP

I
I
J

Located in the Woodland Mall
(Next to Subway)

The BC Newi/rtm Norman
Junior guard Vada Burnett skies over St. Peter's Novlch Hunter for a
jumpshot in Wednesday night's 80-59 Falcon victory.

ball lately, but we've been playing too much catch-up, especially
on the road. It's good to take the
confidence out of a team early."
Boxlins Grnn(80)
Huff*. 4-7 2-2 11; T Hil, 6-7 2-4:14; KlineRuminski, 4-5 6-8:14; ButnM, 1-4 0-0: 2; J
Hah, 1-3 2-2: 4; Whitman 2-3 1-2: 7, Crump
1 -3 3-3:5; Swanson 2-41 -2:6, Olio, 5-110-0:
13; Lynch, 1-2 0-2: 2; Rnney. 1-4 0-0: 2 Totals: 28-5617-25:80.
St. Pitir't(S9)
Wetden, 7-15 1-6:19; Ramey, 3-11 1-2: 7;
Vetorano 4-8 4-5:12; Hunter, 1-4 1-2: 3. Allen
1-3 0-0: 2; Taylor. 3-4 0-0:6; Outlaw 2-5 3-3:
7; Lewis, 0-3 3-4:3; Totals: 21 -5316-22:59
Hilltime icon: Bowling Green, 38-23
Three pointers. Bowling Green 7-14 (Otto 3,
Whiteman 2, Swanson 1, Huger 1) St Peter's
1-10 (Weed en)
Rebounds: Bowling Green 31, (KlineRuminski 7) St Peter's 37 (Ramey 8)
Assists: Bowling Green 17, (Huger 4). St
Peter's 10, (Ramey 4).
Turnovers: Bowling Green 12, St Peter's
16
Records: Bowfcng Green 9-11 4-5 St
Peter's 6-14
Attendance: 1.738

Enjoy Good Living Summer & Fall al

College and Pro Sporting Apparel
• Sweatshirts
* Sweatpants
• T-Shirts
• Shorts
• Hats
• Posters
• Jerseys
* Clocks
and much more!
20% Off any purchase
(must present coupon)
Expires Feb. 29,1992

"We established a good inside
game in the first half which
opened up a lot of things for us,"
Larranaga said. "Doing that allows people like Matt Otto to step
forward and hit the three's like
he did."
By the 3:45 mark of the first
half, the Falcons had doubled the
score on St. Peter's, using the
foul line to their advantage early
and often. It only took eight
minutes for Bowling Green to get
into the bonus. BG shot 12-of-20
from the charity stripe alone in
the first 20 minutes of the game.
The Peacocks took three foul
shots in the first half.
"They shot as well ar anyone
we've played this year," Fiore
said. "No matter where they
were - foul line or three point
line - they were just feeling it
and shooting it."
"Getting ahead in the game is
so important," Kline-Ruminski
said. "We've been playing good

352-1835

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
I "> I ~> I. Wooster
\exi to Campus

2liR, furnished, laundry on site,
frost-free refrigi-rator, sch-r leaning oven,
I 1/2 bath,walk-in t losets,built-in l>ix>k< ases

052-9078
Rental office-Preferred Properties
8th & High in the Cherrywood Health Spa
All rentals have full use of
Cherrywood Health Spa.

It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple' Macintosh' Classic' II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.

IkMteU

YtVtYtYuViY'

. .?'.""' v. v.,

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic 11

For information on Macintosh educational discounts,
stop by 142 Shatzell Hall
•
01991 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple lego, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDmetsatniaVmafkof Apple Computer. Inc MS-rXKaareguierrdirademafltofMirroKifiCorporaiiori
Clastic is a registered indemarfc used under license by Apple Computer Inc This ad was created using Macintosh computers
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Altonen and Griffin
against all odds
by Mark DeChant
sports writer

Kathy Altonen and Margaret
Griffin are two women who just
don't take "no" for an answer. At
separate times in their lives,
each was told she wouldn't have a
chance to compete at the college
level In the sport they love, gymnastics. Now, as seniors, they are
both finishing up careers which
have included hard work, impressive comebacks and, above
all, success.
For Altonen, the first of her
many challenges began at the
end of her high school career.
She competed on travelling club
teams, and had some good performances in her younger days.
However, the people around Altonen never saw a college career
in her future.
"Most people didn't expect me
to make it here," she said. "I
mean, the coaches at home didn't
think I was going to make it. I
was the last gymnast that coach
Simpson picked to be on the
team. I almost got cut."
While these kinds of experiences might have turned others
away from the sport, Altonen
challenged her coaches and herself to beat the odds and become
not only a college gymnast, but
one of the best on the team.
She and teammate Griffin, now
the senior co-captains of the
team, recall the physical and
emotional roller coaster they had
to endure as college gymnasts. In
high school, both women participated on respective club teams.
While these teams were highly
competitive, Griffin noticed
The BC Niwi/TIm Nonnu
some differences when she "took
Senior co-captain Magaret Griffin from Rocky River, Ohio, concen- the step up" to Bowling Green.
trates on the balance beam.

'When you compete before college, you're either on a high
school team or a club team, and
they're more individual," the
former Magnificot star explained. "At college you live with
your teammates, have fights with
your teammates, and you're
away from your family. In a way,
your team becomes your family."
It was a slight struggle, at the
beginning of their careers, to
grasp the team concept. When
one is selected as one of the top
six individuals to compete for
Bowling Green, she feels if she
doesnt do well, she's letting the
team down, rather than herself.
Lately, however, no one has
been let down, as this season has
proved to be a stronger senior
campaign for each of them, as
well as the team. Altonen expresses optimism about her personal
goals, yet contends the team's
success is always her primary
focus.
"Individually, I keep improving, which is what I want to do,"
she said. "I'm getting scores that,
back in high school, I never
thought I'd see."
As far as the BG squad in general, Altonen has seen a lot of
positive progress in the last few
weeks.
"Team-wise, we had a real slow
start. But the team as a group of
people is coming together a lot
stronger. We're working more as
a team than we were in the beginning."
The Falcon gymnasts have
been plagued by injuries and lack
of depth for the entire "91-92
campaign. With only one freshman on the roster, the Upperclassmen are being heavily deSee gymnastics, page eleven.
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FRIENDS OON'I lEI FRIENDS DRIVE

HOWARD'S club H
2 10 N. Main

XP

Feb. 13-14

Saturday Feb. 15

Prime Rib and Crab Legs
$12.50
Prime Rib and Shrimp
Cocktail
$12.50

1 »-20 Welcome
82.00 cover after 9:30
2 I and Over
S 1.00 cover uflcr 9:30
HOURS:
Mon.-Sal.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 u.m.
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DON'T FORGET...

GREAT VALENTINE
CARDS & QDJTS
AVAILABLE AT:

THE
SOURCE
5111

VH*K

• K, 0k.

352-6886

• Frazee Avenue Apts.
We also have a Good Selection of
houses and other apartments

available.
Call for more information at 352-0717

Dinner includes Tossed Salad, Baked Potato,
and a Roll
Located in the University Union

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day *
RECYCLE!

• Field Manor Apts.

for
Thursday Only!

(yWOVVS.

1

«V««V

Tin BG Ncwi/TIm Norman
^SmSSZ

Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92 at the
following locations:
• E. Merry Ave. Apts.

Valentines Specialties

Thursday & Friday

A||0DeB from E|yr,a

GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS:

352-995 1

Jericho Turnpike

.-' iet me We ',

Senlor co.capUllll ^^
the parallel bars.

4#v.4y«

224 E. Wooster.
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Czechs beat Unified team 4-3
MERIBEL, France (AP) - The Unified
Team, successors to a Soviet juggernaut
that lost just five hockey games in its nine
Winter Olympics, fell to Czechoslovakia
4-3 Wednesday on Petr Rosol's goal with
3:18 left.
The Soviet Union had won seven gold
medals and compiled a record of S3-S-2
while outscoring opponents 411-111. And
the Unified Team picked that dominance
right up, routing its first two opponents
8-1.
Czechoslovakia had come into the tournament after one of its worst hockey
years. It finished sixth in both the world
championships and Canada Cup, the same
spot it held in the 1988 Olympics.
But it beat its first two opponents 10-1
and 6-4, then knocked off the co-favorite

Unified Team after blowing leads of 2-1
and 3-2.

skated from right to left and lifted the
puck over Petr Briza

Czechoslovakia (3-0) joined Canada as
the only teams to clinch berths in the medal round. The Unified Team (2-1) is expected to get in.

Igor Kravtchouk gave the Unified Team
a 1-0 lead on a power play 13:46 into the
first period. Two goals in the last five
minutes put Czechoslovakia ahead 2-1
after one period.
Lang tied the game at 15:25 when Leo
Gudas' shot from the right point deflected
off his skate. It was the first goal of the
Olympics against Shtalenkov after 115
minutes, 27 seconds.
The Czechs went ahead at 17:51 when
Patrick Augusta's wraparound attempt hit
the right post and bounced in front of the
goal. Augusta kicked the rebound onto his
stick and scored from the edge of the
crease.

Rosol gave Czechoslovakia the lead for
good on a pass from the right circle from
Robert Lang into the crease. Rosol skated
around defenseman Dmitri Youshkievitch
to receive the pass, then unleashed a quick
20-foot wrist shot that banged off the left
post and past goalie Mikhail Shtalenkov.
The Unified Team's Nikolai Borstchevski had tied the game at 11:48 of the third
period when he took a pass at the goal line,

gymnastics
Continued from page ten.

pended upon to carry the scoring
load. The captains realize in order for BG to be successful,
every member must have close
to her top performance, and
that's not always easy to accomplish.

"We're OK," said Griffin.
"We're getting stronger, and
weeding out the bad parts of our
routines. There's still a few spots
we have to clean up."
Griffin is gracious to have the
chance to "clean up," for less

than a year ago she was almost years of flipping, swinging and
washed up altogether from the landing finally took its toll. In the
sport. Griffin enjoyed a great spring of 1991, she had surgery
year in 1991, culminating with a on her ankle.
memorable performance at the "Afterward, the doctors told me,
conference championships. Un- I'd never run again, let alone do
fortunately, the wear and tear of gymnastics."

Tyson's net assets
are now in question
Mike Tyson's rape conviction has
stopped his boxing career, jeopardized his freedom and reduced his net worth, which has
been put as high as $200 million.
The former heavyweight
champion was in seclusion in
Ohio on Wednesday, less than 48
hours after an Indianapolis jury
found him guilty of rape and
criminal deviant conduct. His
lawyers plan to appeal the verdict.
"The trial is but the first step
in the process of arriving at the
truth," Tyson's lawyers said in a
statement issued through his
promoter's office, Don King Productions.
Tyson's sentence could depend
on the attitude of his 18-year-old
victim, a contestant in the Miss
Black America pageant when the
rape occurred last summer.
"Input from the victim is going
to be important in this case said
Marion County prosecutor Jeffrey Modisett. "In Marion
County, the judges are very re-

ceptive to the victim's views."
Another question is how much
of Tyson's boxing earnings remain. There are various estimates of how much he made.
The Washington Post reported
Wednesday that Tyson earned
$100 million from boxing but lost
most of it in legal fees, payments
to King and other aides and associates and by extravagances like
jewelry and 30 telephoneequipped luxury cars.
An Associated Press analysis
showed Tyson grossed between
$75 million and $80 million in
purses for his last 15 fights, 11 of
them championship bouts.

DG ' PI KAPPS' DG ' PI KAPPS
We'd like to tiank our coaches
Danielle. Robin. Tnoa. and Ellen
For an Awesome time at Anchor Splash'
DG' PI KAPPS ' DG * PI KAPPS

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY "LAYLA"
May your Birthday be filled with ramen noodles, shades ol green, D-doils, Bouncers from
. Hot Men from Subway. Bom Again .., and
last but not least a great time at our *?i* Valentines Day Party
We Love You
Grandma. Bucket Head & Bus(t) Stop

In the March issue of Vanity
Fair, it was estimated Tyson
earned $200 million from fights.
While Tyson said last year that
his net worth was less than $15
million, the Post reported that
since then, according to sources,
he has spent an estimated $5 million on legal fees and luxury
spending.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Golden Key General Meeting
Feb. 17 9:00 pm BA 100
Lota of tun! Come see!

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
proudly presents a
LAST LECTURE
starring Df. Eldon Snyder
Pro'f ssor ol Sociology
Wed.FoD 19
8pm showtime, an 12 BA
FREE and OPENTOALL
Pont Miss It1

HEY FRESHMEN!!!
Do you live off-campus?
Do you want to get mvovled?
Come lo the FOCUS organizational meeting.
Monday. Feb 17th 230 PM 204 Moseley Hall
FRESHMEN OFF-CAMPUS UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS
For more information, call 372-2573.

AMA
National Marketing Week
Mon.Feb 10: Ed Plainer
Health Cere Marketing
Wed., Feb 12: Terrance Mulgrew
BP Oil - Selea Rep.
Thurs . Feb 13: Phillip Merquarl
Marketing Reaeerch/Coneulllng
All presentations In BA 101, 7:30 pm
ALL ARE WELCOME
ATTENTION ALL PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS
Application lor National Scholarships are
available In 310 BA.
All applications are due by February 21 to
Pres Brett Berquist. 146 Darrow, or VlcaPreeldent Lorl Byrd. 807 Ortenhauer East
ATTENTION WBGU FM will begin training
Monday f a| 17ih at 9:00pm in 11 South
Hall.
ALLWFLCOMfc
Ann: All Pols Majors and Minors
Pi Sigma Alpha Presents Ohio Stale Sentator
Belly Montgomery
February 13, 7:30pm in the Ohio Suite
Sen. Monigomerry will be speaking on the
topic o' Pubic Service and recent Oho
legislation Don't miss out and
bnng a'nend1

EXTRA!EXTRA!EXTRA!
The BGSU Advertising Ctub
presents.
Don Pepper*
Innovations In Marketing Communication
Thursday. February 13th. 6:30pm
121 West Hall
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
BGSU " AD CLUB" BGSU
Groovemaster and Tyhimba play at Caribbean
Association's 8th Annual Reggae Tribute to
Bob Mariey. Saturday. Feb 29 8pm NE
Commons. (Come early or else) (Babylon
system is the vampire)
Golden Key General Meet ing
Feb. 17. 9:00pm, Room 100 BA

Spnng Break is coming! Be ready - call lormu 3
Woightloss Special Student Program 30 days
(or $99 Cal.354-4500
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth.
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
start at $3520 Call 1-800 878-3696
Will do sewing, mending, and alterations
Call 352-2999

PERSONALS
Hospitality Managemeni Society
Meeting Thursday, February 13
7:30.114 BA
Speaker: Emil Peti

LAG A LAG A LAGA LAGA LAGA
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance will hold a
meeting Thursday at 8:30 pm in The United
Christian Fellowship Center (corner ol Thurstm
and Ridge). The meeting is free and open to all
gay. lesbian, bisexual, and gay supportive
people. Discretion is used. II you have any
quesnons please call 352-LAGA 7-10 pm Mon.
Wed, and Fn
NOTICE'! ELEMENTARY ED METHODS
MEETING'
All students who applied for Fall 1992 El. Ed.
Methods (EDCI 350. 351. 352. 353. 355. 356)
are expected lo anend this meeting. Tuesday.
Feb 18, 4:00 pm. 115 Education Building BE
THFREll
PRACTICE SAFE SEX
W/THE COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
on Valentine's Day
If you need 'em, we're passing out condoms
And. it you want the REAL tacts about AIDS.
we've got some literature. And il you want to
see condoms in all the vending machines, we've got a petition. University Union, 11 am 4pm
on Friday1
WAYNE'S WORLD * WAYNE'S WORLD
WFAL * WBGU
$1 donation gives you 3 chances to "score" a
Dcketl See what all the ' hoop" la is about all
this week i i-2pm in the Union Oval. All donations to me BGSU Recycling Office

SERVICES OFFERED
NOT JUST CLEANING
Laundry, household chores, running errands,
etc. by dependable, professional women
353-2008

ORDER YOUR HEART-SHAPED VALENTINE SUBS NOW. CALL DIBENEDETTOS.
352-4663.
GRFEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER
Feb 15,1992. 5-8 pm
St. Thomas More
AM you can eat:
Spaghetti, bread, dnnks, and dessert
• Spirit Award A Door Prizes •
Cost: $4.00 • Tickets at the door
GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER
Feb. 15.1992. 5 8pm
St. Thomas More
All you can eat
Spaghetti. bn?ad. dnnks and dessert
- Spin! Award & Door Pn/es Cost $4 00 • Ticxeis at the ooc
GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER
Feb 15. l992.5-8pm
St. Thomas More
All you can eat:
Spaghetti, bread, dnnks. and dessert
- Spirit Award & Door Prizes Cost: $4 00 - Tickets at the door

ATTENTION: WBGU FM will begin training
Monday.Feb. i7,at 900pm in 111 South Hall.
ALL WELCOME'

AXO' AXO * AXO' AXO * AXO' AXO * AXO
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega love
theirPerfsct Ten! We are behind you 100%'

Personalized Graduation Announcements now
available at the University Bookstore Indicates
name, degree and major Deadline for ordering
Apnl 15. 1992 Orde' Today'
PHI MU ' CALLIE BURKE ' PHI MU
Thank you (or being such a wonderful
Big Sis'
PHI MU ' LOVE, AMY * PHI MU
PSYCHIC FAIR
Findlay Holiday Inn
Sun Feb. 16,11-6 pm
$2 ad. $13 readings
Mase. food, lectures.
419-499-2310
Resident Advisors and Live-In
Profess lonal Start
Thank you tor your time and energy interviewing RA Candidates m phase I You are wonderfull
RA Selection Com mi nee
" LISA GARGASZ' ■
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY" (A DAY LATE)
Good luck on your lest today* We'll celebrate it
Thurs. or next week Have a great Day'
Love. Your Roommates. Brenda and Linda
• " PHI MU "'
Officer of the Week
Sharon Grohar (23-92)
Andrea Dessillas (2-10-92)
Sister of the Week
Kim Rerneck (2-3-92)
Anchor Splash Team (2-10-92)
■ • PHI MU "
' * PHI MU ' *
WeioveourVIP's
* * PHI MU '"

A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days. $279! Panama City $99. Padre $199. Cancun $499, Ja
maica $399 from Ohio Greg 354-8149. Sarah
354 6994. ToOd 372-6528. oM 800 638 6786
AGD"AGO'AGO■AGD * AGD■AGD
Let's spark up some spint'
AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD * AGD"AGD

AXO" AXO * AXO' AXO * AXO" AXO * AXO

Bungi jumping is coming to BG
Schedule a meeting at
your frat. soroniy, or residence hail
Dates filling up fast'
1-800-GO-BUNGI
Carol Wlllsmse
Happy 21 st Birthday"
Gatsby's can't get nd ol us now1
Prepare tor tonight
Love ya< Dawn

352-9302

GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
Need extra cash for Spring Break7
We! T-shirt contest FeD 19
Call 352-9780 for details
Sponsored by T O.'s Tanning
Sign up early'
GOODTYMESPUB
$0 25 Drafts
8-10pm Everyday

Hot Dog Sale!!!
Support the Special Otymp.cs
by purchasing a Sigma Chi/Mark's
Chili Dog In front of
Mark's Pizza Pub 10pm • 12am
T hursday • F nday Saturday
Looking for tips to healthy eating?
Dietitian and Dietary Consultants available tor
FREEconsultations Visit or call the WELLness
Center second floor student Health Services
2-8303. Mondays a"d Tuesdays 4-S 30
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and grants
1-800-USA-1221 Eat. 2033

GOODTYMESPUB
'Cheapest Drink Prices in Town'''

Sharon. Heather & Kim
Areyouanidioi?11
Love ya • Sheila

Delta Tau Delta ' Delta Gamma
The Brothers of Delta Tau Delia would like to
congratulate Mike Hart on his recent lavaliermg to Delta Gamma Beth Seal).
DTD' DG " DTD' DG ' DTD" DG ' DTD • DG

Pregnani'
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Info and support - BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354-HOPE

Delta Tau Delta * Alpha Omicron Pi
The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta would like to
congratulate Jeff Ruvlln on his recent lavaliering to Jen Stager.
DTD * AOTT * DTD ■ AOTT * DTD * AOTT *
DTD

Delta Gamma Rho Chle
Congratulations are m order for Megan Baumen, Karen Ruyte and Carrie Sewak for being selected to serve as Rho Chi s. We are
proud of your accomplishment and well miss
youdruing Rush
DELTA TAU DELTA ' KAPPA KAPPA GA
MMA
The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta would like to
congratulate Rob Marckel on his recent engagement to Kappa Kappa GammaKelly
Spagnuolo!
DTD * KKG" DTD • KKG' DTD • KKG ■ DTD

DG'JENNY FRANGOS * DG
The sisters of Delta Gamma would like to congratulate Jenny Frangos on Tw recent acceptance to Order of Omega We are very proud of
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO
Congratulations to the Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity for anaing the highest New Member
and Overall Fraternity Grade Point Average for
the Fail i99i Semester Keep up the excellent
work
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO

Cont. on page 12

AGD * AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulations to Heather Maraczi and Came
Welter on their initiation into Omicron Delta
Kappa
AGD'AGD * AGD'AGD'AGD'AGO
Congratulations to Carrie Welier and Dawn
Cippoito on their initiation to Golden Key
National Honor Society
AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD
AGD
How do you spe" Denises name?
K-R-U-S-Z-C-W-S-K-l

AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD
AGD

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
1992/1993 apartment listing
RE Management
Call now!

Did you know' According to Dr. A Margaret
Fisoh nearly 1 m 3 will contract AIDS from inlected partner with 100% condom use.
-Journal of the American Medical Association

Make big plans
When we say big, we mean BIG. Ai
Kinko's. we make high quality copies
up to 24 by 36 inches. They're perfect
for blueprints, displays, posters, and
more. And since we're
open 24 hours
every day, you
can count on us
whenever you
make your plans.

99^ oversize copies
Come into the Kinko's listed and get high quality black and
white copies up to 24 by 36" for just 99ff each. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through
June 15,1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
113 Railroad St.
Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm

115 Railroad Street
(Behind Myles)

kinko's

the copy center
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Cont. from page 11
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
To my hma chickapunga
on he* 21 st

250COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed summer camp m PocomoMtns ,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Bo« 234 BG
Kenirworth. NJ 07033 (908| 278-0908.

WHITEHALL ROOMS AVAILABLE
Daytona Beach. Call Now 352-4610

Let's go Dash'n with Passion
SigEp Dale Dash
"Genn stupid with Cup*d"
FndayV-Day

WANTED

SKJEP

ToC.W tromCB.
WIN* MOUNTAIN BIKE"
Presentation by Acl II Associates
THE WELLNESS SHOW Motivation with a
Sense of Humor
When 7;30pm.Thursday,Feb 13,1992
Where KobacKer Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Cost tree and open to the public
University students who anend are eligible tor
a drawing for a mountain bike, roller blades.
running shoes and mote1
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE!
DO SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA OR CANCUN. FROM S429> INCLUDES HOTEL. AIR.
TRANSFERS. PARTIES! SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.

SPRING BREAK '92
Now offering the 3 holiest destinations and rte
best locations for your 7 night. 8 day package!
Nassau. Bahamas $449
Cancun. $489
Daytona Beach. $ 159
Bahamas A Cancun include stay & round Trip
air from Ohio Call 352 4610 now' Find a better
price A well match it>

1 or 2 female non-smoking senior or grad student roommates (or 92-93 school year Call
Kim « 353-6503.
t or 2 roommates needed immediately thru
August 10th for sublease of apt. r\—r campus!
University Village, rent neg. Call Mike
353 7203
Available now. Need one female to fill house at
957 N. Prospect. For 3 • Own room. Ca
353-0325

SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES
FUN IN THE SUN. 4/RM. PRICE
Daytona (149
Kirch. Wtrtrt & Trans Available

Available now
Need one female to fill house
at 957N Prospect
For 3 • Own room
Call 353-0325

C.i Jim at 352-6865
Spring Break Panama City Beach
The cops won't treat you like Daytona Beach or
East Merry' Beer on the beach1 Leave Message lor Jim at 352-6865 Prices start at $129
THURSDAY NIGHT JAM SESSION
House
Industrial

Club
Progressive

No Cover
GOOD TYMES PUB
"Cheapest Drink Prices in Town!"
UAO Valentine's Day Raffle
LAST DAY TODAY 10 AM • 4 PM
in the Union Foyer
TICKETS ONLY 50 EACH OP
3 FOR $1.00 Win Ice-Cream.
Dinner. Roses or Candy!
UAO Valentine's Day Raflie

Looking for two female roommates to share a 3
bedroom, 2 bath apartmeni, close to campus,
lor the 9293 school year, call 352-2423.
Needed one non-smoking female roommate
for a furnished, two bedroom apartment with
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus. $'50 a
month, plus utilities. Lease begins May '92.
Call 372-1181 for more info.
Pre-Law student to perform a dissolution.
Cash plus expenses.
Leave message at 372-5814
Roommate wanted to share home in BG. Grad
male prel. $l95/mo. IN. inc. Call 354-6701 or
352-1631.

HELP WANTED

f/ZVE GOT TV
I [CALL TODAY!

VALENTINE CANDY SALE
Buy sweets for your sweetheart this year Tables will be set up in the Math Science and Education buildings Candy sells on February
12-14 from 11 am -2 pm. Sponsored by Baptist
Student Union.

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round, All Countries. All fields. Free
Into. Write IJC. P.O. Box 52-OH03, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

Ji

DON r WANT]
*\lOBESTVCKUi\
t&ULV)(,GK£N/

r*Y\
<Pv
eJ^sonello'S
SEND YOUR I^IZZOr/:
y

DAYTONA BEACH
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
STEAMBOAT
PANAMA CITY BEACH

203 N. Main

VALENTINE A

FORTLAUDERDALE
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORTARANSAS

II

OOHT WAIT Til ITS TOO LATE

FREE DELIVERY
PH. 332-3166
OPEN
4 P.M.
Sat. & Sun. noon
Any of our Special Prices Apply

Heart-Shaped"
Pizza

licit Annual
celebration!
TOIL FREE INFORMATION t RESERVATIONS

1 800
321-5911
■^^■w^w^

EX

IX

zx

izzas can be sent to 2nd party - Call for details

zx

zx

zx

zx

zx

Thursday, February 13,1992
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zx

zx

zx

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-ED.
SPORTS ORIENTED CAMP located in northeastern Pa. near New York City We have
openings for general counselors as well as
specialists in both land and water sports. Spe
oalty areas include baseball, tennis, basketban. soccer, lacrosse, hockey, watersking.
sailing, scuba, WSI, canoeing, windsurfing,
gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts A crafts,
piano accompanist, drama, radio, and rockery.
Pioneering staff needed tor both land and
canoe trips and for our ropes challenge course.
Other openings may be available. Salaries
$'00-$2O0 per week plus room, board, and
travel. We will be conducting on-campus nterviews on March 3rd. For information call or
wnte: G. Lustig, 60 W 66th St. 2BA. New York.
N.Y.I 0023; M.« 212-724*113.
Cedar Pent
Summer Job Info NighL
Mosekry Hat. Rm 200
Tues. at 7 30 Get to the Point!

FOR SALE: Sony TC-FX 120 Stereo Cassette-$85 00. Sony WM-FX40 Walkman-$2S 00;and the following Macintosh software
Mlcrosoll Word $25 00; Mac
Prool$l5 00; End Note Bibliography Database^ 5.00; Aldus PageMaker (Student Version 4.0X2S.00.354-7479.
Metal Building*
50% off while the cotora and dies last.
(614)859-«315

SPRING BREAK -92 EARN FREE TRIPS
AND CASH!!
CAMPUS REPS WANTED TO PROMOTE
THE
«'
SPRING BREAK DESTINATrON.OAYTONA BEACH. BEST ORGANIZED, BEST PRICE ON CAMPUS. CALL
1800 5638747.

PHONE 152-4966.
Speakers. RCA TV. JVC turn table. A other
household A kitchen items. Call 352-3736.

FOR RENT

Houses A Apartments. Close to campus.
For summer 1992 and 1902-03 school year.
1-267-3341
Looking for 2 non-smoking housemates for
summer 1002 and fall-spring '93 Rent $150 A
t/3 of the utilities. Can 354-7024 anytime. Respond ASAP

352 7454
1 bedroom apts. for Fall 1992
Omet atmosphere. Close to campus.

352-2663

Newly remodeled apt. lor sublease. Rent negotiable Cal collect t-602 2363

92-4)3 SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Effic, one bdrm., two bdrm., houses A dupieies. Stop into
SltE-WOOSTER
(across from Taoo Bell)
Speak with our triendafy staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Now leasing 1.2. A 3 bedroom apts. A houses.
1 yr. lease. Yes. we allow pets. Call after 1pm.
354-B8O0.
One 3 bdrm. $590 plus gas (Down)
One 3 bdrm. $S75 plus gas. (Up)
329E.Wooster

Call 354-4404

154-2260
SUMMER LEASES
2 person rooms now available tor Summer and
Fal of 1092. and Spring of 1093. Cat Jeff or
Cindy at 352-5232 for more info.

CAMPUS MANOR
505CloughSt.
-Free heat and air cond.
•Close to campus
-Balconies
-Plenty of parking
•Furnished
Starting at J475 0O
CALL BE Managment

Summer subleasers needed starting May 0.
Two large bedrooms, furnished 352-8560
(leave a mas—fat).

152-9302

Cany Rentals
Apartments for 2.3 or 4 students
Houses for 5,6 or 9 students.
0,10or12mo leases available

Call 352-7365
CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING!
Summer Apts.
at
Super Rates!
R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St
152-9302

1979 Olds Cudas Supreme Coupe. Good con
d.lion Stioo 354-5187.

zx

352-3445 •Houra 9-*

2 bedroom furnished apartment.
Fa Fall 1002.

FOR SALE

Electra Westone Guitar (Blueburst). Guitar
case and 20fi cord, and a peavey backstage
110 apmlifier. Asking (450. Can Scott at
353-4377

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments for traditional students.
grads and couples. Please call lor more information on locations and rales tor Spring,
Summer and Fan.

12 month leases avalaole May 15.1002
123 Manville-3 Br.-3 person $630 * uOI.
2621/2 Troup-2Br -3person $390 . uti!
Steve Smith 352-8917

TIMBER LAKE/TYLER HILL CAMPS
3 TOP NEW YORK AREA RESIDENT
CAMPS GENERAL COUNSELORS. WSI.
ATHLETIC SPECIALIST.
ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS TOP SALARIES/TRAVEL ALLOWANCE 800-828-CAMP (9 5 WEEKDAYS
■EST).

zx

Houses A apartments tor 1992-93 school year
12 month leases only, starling in May. Steve
Smith 352-8017.

1 A 2. bedroom turn apts.
9 month, summer A year leases.

Summer 1992 - ATTENTION ATHLETES
Premier children's camps m North East need
male/female counselors with the following
skills; Tennis. WSI. Baseball. Basketball. Arts
A Crafts. Soccer. Hopes. Sailing, Nurses, Horseback Riding, Hockey, Windsurf, Dance.
Dramatics. Gymnastics. LaCrosse. Watorskiing, Piano. Guitar, Woodworking, etc. Upper
classmen preferred. Call Ariene nowl
1 800-443-6428.

zx

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
■00-THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1902 -1093.1 br. A 2 br. units.
Fully furnished Gas. heat. A AC 9 or l2montn
leases Reasonable rates Ideal location.
Owners pay utilities. Contact early k> avoid
disappointment.

352 2663

RESIDENT CAMP STAFF - Assistant director.
Business manager. RN. kitchen staff, unit
counselors and leaders, program specialist,
pool director and lifeguards needed; June 13 •
August 11. Two seasonal resident camps located near Harnsonburg and Leesburg. Va.
Contact; Ruth Ensor. GSCNC. 2233 Wisconsin
Av. N.W., Washington. DC 20007-4187.
202-337-4300 EOE.

zx

Efficiency A one bedroom apartments
availablt
Call Mecca Management at
353-5600

Duplex avail. 4-7 people.
1/2 block from campus.
Ava.1 Aug 352-6992
Efficiency, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom furnished
apartments. Utilities furnished Summer and
Fal Call 669-3036

zx

zx

zx

zx

zx

zx

zx

zx

SIGMA CHI
Proudly Announces Its
992 Executive Officers
H

President
Vice President
Secretary ■ ►-.■
Treasurer
Pledge Educator
Public Relations
Social

Paul Whybrew
Tim Dalfk
Mike Shaffer
Adam Roth
Dante Orsini
Mitch Kozub
Kevin Manley
Chad Kemper

IFC Representative
Ritual
Rush
.\
Risk Manager 1
Scholarship
Historian

House Managelf
Alumni Relations*^

•Chris Ricketts
Chris Ricketts
Mark Piccini

Athletic
House Prophet

Josh Polk
Brent Cowgill
Jerry Kennard
Chris Mapes
Mike, Nolan
Mike DeAngelis
Bob Zerbe
Dav^Ohle
Jeff Dodge
Dave Ohle
Tom Lickert
Matt Kirbabas

New Initiates
Charlie Fiaherty
Jeff Beck
Clint Frazier
Jason Brofford
Darren Caywood
Doug Fox
Stephen M. Ebbitt .

Matt Gallagher
Tony Geraci
Terry Horan

Joby Knapp
Dave Lewis
Chris Lottridge
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Btve
ftlatvias
Jaso i Moses

Bike Nohl
Had Smith
Lee Zimmerman

Spring 1992 Pledge Class
Damian Cairns

a
X

David Hanna

Darren Harp

James Mericsko

Lee Ramei

Mike Titus

In Hoc Signo Vinces

14
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